
HOCKEY
Welcome to dice on ice! Pocket Sports Hockey is a fast dice rolling game for two players, controlling teams 
on the ice when in possession of the puck.

The objective is to score as many goals (�rst to 6 goals) during play to win the game. Each player will take 
turns passing the puck between positions, taking shots, crashing into the boards, turnovers and even 
committing a minor penalty or two! There are 8 dice included in the game. 

The player on OFFENSE will control 5 dice. The player on DEFENSE will control 3.

On each dice face there is a word and a letter. These represent the action the player in that position is 
taking, and where on the ice the puck is travelling to. Passing between positions is clearly stated (Pass 
Wing, Pass Def ) and you will then roll the receiving position’s die.

The letters (S)  (T)  (G) represent;  
(S) Shot on goal - the attacking player will roll the white die to shoot at the net   
(T) Turnover - the puck has been turned over to your opponent
(G) Goalie - it’s up to the Defender to roll the black die and make a save  

FACE OFF - To start the game and win the FACE OFF, both players will roll the white die. On the top of each 
die face is a value 1 - 6. The player rolling the higher value, wins the FACE OFF. In the event of a tied roll, 
both players roll again. There will also be other times during the game a FACE OFF will be required to 
restart play, namely from Referee results, and will always take place at center ice.

Your CENTER         will always be the �rst die you roll after winning a FACE OFF. The result of the CENTER roll 
will tell you what action he has made and which die to roll next.

PASSING - the puck will automatically move between positions as indicated. Simply use the receiving 
position’s die to continue play.

SHOTS ON GOAL (S) - each position has a chance to �re in a shot. When a shot (S) is rolled, use the white 
die to determine if a GOAL is scored, turned over to the Defense or force the GOALIE to earn his match fee 
and make a SAVE.

STAR     PLAYER - your key player has more opportunities to shoot on goal. 2 chances to use the white die 
and 1 chance to ‘Break Away’ and force the GOALIE to defend 1 on 1.

GOALIE (G) - if a shot is ON TARGET (G) it forces the GOALIE to roll the black die.  There’s a better chance 
shots on target will score. If a SAVE is made, possession is turned over and the Defense restarts play.
A REBOUND gives the attacking player another shot (S) on goal with the white die.

DUMPED (T) - a safe play from Defense clears the puck down ice to the opposing team’s Defense for a 
turnover. They then takeover possession with the red die. 
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DEKE (check) - in between passing the puck, your players may be open to a check from your opponent’s 
enforcer. This is an opportunity to use the brown die to try and steal the puck with a forced turnover (T). 

There is a 3/6 chance of a successful hit and taking the puck, 2/6 chance the attacking player will get to 
play on and 1 chance the WHISTLE! will be used by the Referee. 
Attempting a hit is not mandatory and you may elect just to let the attacking player skate by, especially if you 
have 1 man in the penalty box.

WHISTLE! (Referee) - the purple die represents the Ref and his decision on the check/hit. There are 4 
possible outcomes.

Play on may be called for the attacking player as a result of too much skill. Roll the same position / die 
again. 
A FACE OFF at center ice may be called for both CENTERS to contest.
A PENALTY SHOT may be awarded to the attacking player.
A minor penalty may be incurred by the defending team forcing a POWER PLAY.
A FIGHT occurs

PENALTY SHOT - the defending player will roll his GOALIE die to prevent the shot as normal, however, the 
black die now activates “PEN GOAL” and 4 chances of scoring a GOAL are possible.

POWER PLAYS - MINOR PENALTY - when in a�ect, both the white and black dice have an additional chance 
to score a GOAL. The “PP GOAL” result on both dice will be active and counts as a GOAL if rolled. 
The duration of a POWER PLAY lasts until a goal is scored by either team, OR, 3 missed shots (T) or SAVES 
are made. 

If a second minor penalty by the same team is incurred during a POWER PLAY - a major penalty will be 
imposed and the STAR PLAYER must come o� the ice! The POWER PLAY starts again and any passes to the 
STAR PLAYER by the team penalized, will be an automatic turnover (shovelled into open ice).

If both teams commit a minor penalty during an active POWER PLAY - it �nishes and play resumes as 
normal.

A FIGHT is resolved the same way as a Face O�. The highest roll of the white die wins the FIGHT, but more 
importantly crushes the morale of the opposing team and penalizes all Face O�s by -2 for the remainder of 
the game! The only way to square the ledger is by winning the next FIGHT. Be careful though, a second lost 
FIGHT incurs a penalty of -4. After any FIGHT has been resolved, a Face O� must take place on center ice.

HOLDS UP PLAY - should a team CENTER roll this result 3 times during a game, a minor penalty is called for 
Delay of the game, and a POWER PLAY will be awarded for each further time it appears. 

TEAM CARDS - use the cards and cubes to track goals, when a POWER PLAY is active and how many SAVES 
are made. This is an easy way to know when the POWER PLAY is over and to track goals.

Just think of position on the ice logically. 
If your Star player loses possession, the opposing team’s Defense take the puck. 
If you turn the puck over on the Wing, your opponent takes possession on the Wing.
If your Defense loses possession, your opponent takes the puck with their Star player.
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